
 

Vinyl Stand & Media Unit Assembly & Care Instructions 
• The assembly is pretty simple but please don't hesitate to contact us if you are stuck 

at any point.  

• All of the parts of your unit have masking tape on them, indicating whether the part 
is a shelf, divider, the top piece or a side piece.  

• The side pieces have little holes drilled halfway in them.  

• The dividers have no holes on them.  

• The bottom and top pieces have pencil lines outlining where the dividers need to go.  

How to build it: 
• Let’s start by placing everything in its outline place. Then working your way from one 

side to the other, start screwing the middle screw of every divider from the top down.  

• Once you are satisfied that every divider is screwed in the top, you can align them so 
that they are sitting straight within the pencil lines. You can then screw the rest of the 
screws from the top down.  

• Once all of the dividers and side pieces are screwed in the top, you can flip the unit 
and repeat the same process with the bottom piece.  

• When you have finished putting the pieces together, you can use the small wooden 
plugs to conceal the holes from the screws on the top and bottom of the vinyl stand!  

• The last step is to use the corner brackets with the small screws provided to reinforce 
the corners to prevent them from moving!  

• Your Vinyl Stand is all up and ready to use :)  

How to care for your Pastos Co furniture  
• Avoid excess heat or dryness, as this can cause wood to split and crack. Be sure to 

keep your furniture away from heat sources such as fireplaces or radiators. In damp 
rooms or during wet, rainy seasons, use a dehumidifier to remove excess moisture from 
the air. Keep furniture out of direct sunlight.  

• You can refresh the look of your furniture every 6-8 months by dampening a cloth with a 
bit of danish oil and wiping the surface along the grain. 
 
 
Thank you for purchasing from Pastos Co :) 


